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The Technology Fast 500 is the leading technology awards program. Combining technological innovation, entrepreneurship, and rapid growth, Fast 500 companies—large, small, public, and private—hail from cities far and wide across North America and are disrupting the technology industry. If you are looking for fast-growing technology companies releasing new, emerging technologies, you have come to the right place! Representing industries from software to biotech, Fast 500 companies play in the SaaS, cloud computing, data analytics, and mobile sectors.

In the company’s own words
Alexandria, Virginia-based Decipher Technology Studios is a rapidly growing hybrid infrastructure software company supporting the Department of Defense (DoD), Intelligence Community (IC), civilian agencies, and the private sector. Decipher produces Grey Matter, the intelligent mesh platform for enterprise microservice and hybrid cloud management.

In operation since 2015, Decipher has experienced tremendous growth over the last 4 years while remaining entirely bootstrapped. Starting as a small team of about five engineers, we've blossomed into a thriving small business employing more than 60 technologists from a variety of professional backgrounds. At Decipher, the freedom to create is backed by an unwavering dedication to technical and personal excellence. These are the guideposts by which every Decipherer sets to work every day.

Our product Grey Matter is built to unleash the multi-tiered value-add potential of hybrid mesh technology. Offering interlacing service control, data management, and neural net functions, Grey Matter optimizes enterprise de-centralized hybrid cloud-native and legacy systems, ensuring optimized performance and TCO value.

Grey Matter provides capabilities and insights useful to personnel ranging from developers and engineers to CIOs and CTOs. Our platform facilitates zero-trust secured distributed workload management, controls network traffic policy and compliance, and smartly scales infrastructure to meet business demands. Grey Matter’s unique east/west mesh telemetry capture and analysis capabilities also enable deep audit and business insight observability and control through an intuitive single pane of glass interface.